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Background 

• Porting the cylinder head is a game of finding 
small improvements in many places and working 
them together so that in the end you get a 
significant improvement to flow resulting in a 
significant improvement in performance 

• General rules of thumb 
– Every percentage point improvement in flow is a 

percent improvement in HP 
– Every CFM of air flow (measured at 25 in H2O) will 

result in 1 Hp on a 4 cyl (assuming a high compression 
race engine) 



First the head was flow tested in its 
baseline condition (combustion chamber 

and valves were decoked) 



Baseline testing was continued 
with the carb installed  

Testing continued with a 

• Radius inlet 

• Air filter assy 

Baseline testing established where the most gains were likely to occur 



7 of 8 Bolt holes for the exhaust 
manifold needed the threads repaired 



Next the intake and exhuast ports 
were ported 

•Ports were cleaned up but not opened up to 

maximize the air velocity in the port 

•Short turn was opened up slightly and very 

carefully shaped to maximize the flow, this is one 

of the critical areas to get right 

•New bronze guides were install, these conduct 

heat away from the valve much better that 

standard cast iron plus they last longer 

Short 

turn 

•The inlet was cleaned up and a full radius was 

formed where the two inlets converge, this mod is 

worth a couple of CFM 



A multi angle valve seat was cut 

•Many valve seats from the sixties are just one 45 deg cut, this one was no exception 

•New valves used, intake increased from 1.53 inches to 1.56 inches 

•Opening the seat to the same diameter as the valve effectively makes the valve bigger 

•Carefully tailoring the width of the seat and adding two extra cuts is critical to improving the flow 

 



Inlet valves were backcut to 
improve flow 



Custom throttle shaft was made in an 
attempt to improve the Carb flow 

•This mod results in carburetor that flow more air, but in this case it did not improve the overall flow 

of the head 

•This mod was not incorporated in the rebuilt carbs  

 



Top of the line valve seals were 
used 

•The seals were customized to fit in the Lotus 

•The Lotus has very little room between the valve guide and the valve spring retainer 

•Valve seals are critical to minimizing oil consumption and smoking like we are accustomed to in 

modern cars  

 



Valve seals required several mods 

•The seals required modified retainers, 

shortened per Dave Bean’s recommendations 

 

•Guides trimmed and measurements taken 

to insure there is enough room for the seal 

with some safety margin 

 

 



Seals installed with custom tooling 
to assure proper installation 



Valve springs shimmed to insure all the 
springs provide the correct seat pressure 

•Keepers and retainers were custom matched with valves to minimize the variation  

•Shims were custom made to fit the Lotus head and to set the correct spring height 

 



Bronze tappet liners were installed on the 
exhaust side since the original ones had moved 



Carbs were Rebuilt, preserving the 
original emissions stickers 

•All hardware cleaned 

•Caps for the crossover 

were reshaped and 

painted 

•All threads chased  

 



Cams installed with new bearings 
and valve lash set 

•Dave Bean’s thin top tappets were used on the intake side to compensate for the 0.030” longer 

Sprint valves used. 

 



Finished head ready to go with a 15% 
improved flow over stock at 0.350” Lift 


